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Market Update — February 24
th

, 2021 

It was another extraordinary week for the Petrochemical industry, severe winter storms blanketed the Petrochemical laden 

Gulf coast with snow, ice and freezing temperatures, causing systemic failures in the Texas power grid, sending much of the 

greater Houston area into freezing darkness with no water, heat, electricity nor internet while many households dealt with 

burst water pipes and other infrastructure damage. Our hearts go out to all those affected by the extreme weather event 

which is proving as disruptive as a major Hurricane to both the population and the Petrochemical industry. 

 

The storm forced at least 50 major outages and closures, including: most gulf refineries, petrochemical plants and steam 

crackers, all 3 PDH units, and resin reactors accounting for an estimated 80-85% of all US Polyethylene and Polypropylene 

production. Logistics were further disrupted by the complete shutdown of the Port of Houston, rail services, resin ware-

houses, and highways restricting movement of goods. While there will be a race to restore petrochemical and plastics pro-

duction, initial resources will sensibly be geared towards humanitarian efforts and the safety of the population. As one might 

imagine, given that resin supplies had already been incredibly short, spot prices absolutely exploded to the upside as proces-

sors rushed to secure material to remain operational.  

 
Spot resin prices escalated rapidly, and while buyers were initially sticker shocked at asking prices, there was significantly 

more demand than supply, so he who hesitated or dared to negotiate missed out on that procurement opportunity. Even as 

prices began another leg higher to this rally, suppliers were apprehensive to offer out much resin as the industry waited for 

initial infrastructure damage assessments and estimates for restarting production throughout the supply chain. Resin restock-

ing prospects will be dim for a while; even in the unlikely event that it all came back with relative ease, there would still be 

at least 1-2 weeks of lost production, but realistically it will probably take longer and certain outages will likely persist. 

 

As the market awoke after the winter storms, Polyethylene prices quickly jumped about $.08/lb, HDPE resins, with produc-

tion predominately located in the Gulf, rose the most, and by the end of the week, nary a pellet of blow molding resin could 

be found. While LDPE and LLDPE prices also soared, they did lag a tad perhaps in light of the meaningful portion of North 

American production which comes from Canada where they are plenty used to arctic-type temperatures. This weather event 

put an absolute lock on the February $.07/lb PE price increase and gives strong credence to the viability of the next $.07/lb 

nominated for March. Spot Ethylene prices ran up about 25% to $.45/lb this past week while the backwardation of the 

forward curve steepened. With resin prices sprinting well-ahead of monomer costs, these rising Ethylene prices are notewor-

thy, but not the most influential factor supporting Polyethylene prices at the moment.  

 

On the other hand, for the past several months, Polypropylene prices have been largely influenced by runaway monomer 

costs, and spot PGP prices hit an all-time high of $1.05/lb on Friday amid heavy turnover. PGP supplies had already been 

extremely short well before this storm, plagued by low refinery rates, inconsistent PDH output (making on purpose propyl-

ene) and light feeds predominately used by crackers. Jan PGP contracts had settled at $.605/lb, up 13-cents from Dec and 

spot prices have soared ever since. The PGP forward curve is also extremely steeply backwardated; at Friday’s close, March 
was priced at $.91/lb, April at $.76/lb, May at $.64/lb and June rounded out the second quarter at just $.61/lb. This suggests 

that the massive monomer rally could soon start to come undone, but as we have seen in the past, catastrophic supply / 

production issues rarely resolve in a timely fashion. As such, second and third month futures often snug right back up to 

peak prompt levels or even higher and indeed, March PGP has already started catching up to prompt prices. Given the 

intense PGP rally and curve backwardation, it will be interesting to see how Feb contracts will settle. It’s possible that the 

pending PGP increase will be more benign than the $.40+/lb warranted, which could otherwise potentially cripple demand. 

To keep the upward pressure intact, perhaps monomer could settle in the $.90s/lb or maybe even less, still a huge increase, 

but leaving some on the table for March. 

 

Aside from unprecedented cost-push pressures, Polypropylene resin has been super scarce and these new widespread pro-

duction disruptions will only exacerbate the situation. PP prices jumped $.18/lb this past week, have risen $.39/lb since the 

beginning of Feb and a total of $.56/lb since 2021 began. As extreme as the rally has been, resin prices still appear to be 

heading much higher from here as upstream PP supplies sink deeper into all-time lows. In addition to the imminent cost-

push pass through, producers should receive their $.06/lb margin enhancing increase in Feb as supported by this supply / 

demand imbalance. In an effort to close the supply gap, huge volumes of PP imports have been hitting the US shores and in 

light of this new Gulf production disruption, the view has been extended out for at least a couple more months, so despite 

sky-high ocean freight and rising PP prices around the globe, additional ship loads of containers stuffed with Polypropylene 

have been placed on order destined for North America. 

 

I am very proud of our hard working trading desk here at The Plastics Exchange, we have scoured the market to find a 

steady flow of Polyethylene and Polypropylene resins to help keep processors up and operating. With the help of our loyal 
suppliers, we have already transacted hundreds of Prime truckloads in February and have secured hundreds more loads 

awaiting those buyers in need. Spot prices are very fluid, offerings do not last long and available volumes at each price are 

limited as we seek to help as many companies as possible. Please reach out via our website, give us a call or shoot us an 

email, let us know your needs and we will do our best to satisfy them with integrity. 

  Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

  @ResinGuru 

bringing the market to you 
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Resin for Sale 9,156,948 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

LLDPE - Film 1,903,312          0.780$   0.900$   0.770$    0.810$   

PP Homo 1,655,748          1.150$   1.340$   1.230$    1.330$   

PP Copo 1,432,460          1.290$   1.460$   1.280$    1.380$   

HDPE - Inj 1,258,484          0.770$   0.850$   0.790$    0.830$   

LDPE - Film 1,198,920          0.850$   0.950$   0.860$    0.900$   

LDPE - Inj 1,002,552          0.820$   0.940$   0.800$    0.840$   

HMWPE - Film 485,012             0.790$   0.870$   0.770$    0.810$   

LLDPE - Inj 132,276             0.835$   0.910$   0.810$    0.850$   

HDPE - Blow 88,184               0.880$   0.950$   0.850$    0.890$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

HDPE Blow Molding 

1 Year 

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


